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Project profile

DCC+G
DC components and grid
Buildings consume 40% of Europe‘s energy. Over 50% of use in
commercial buildings is for heating, ventilation, air conditioning
and lighting. The European Commission has decided that, from
2020, all new construction must consume net-zero-energy. This
will only be possible using integrated renewable energy sources.
Direct current (DC) grids in buildings can increase efficiency
of electricity distribution and equipment by 5% and boost solar
power system efficiency by 7%. The ENIAC JU project DCC+G is
developing energy-efficient, integrated DC energy distribution
based on advanced semiconductor power technologies.
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The ENIAC Joint Undertaking, set up in February 2008, co-ordinates European
nanoelectronics research activities through competitive calls for proposals. It takes
public-private partnerships to the next level, bringing together the ENIAC member
states, the European Commission and AENEAS, the association of R&D actors in this
field, to foster growth and reinforce sustainable European competitiveness.
Details correct at time of print but subject to possible change. Updates will be included in the project
summary at the end of the project.
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